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Abstract—Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) require that all
nodes have initial representations which are usually derived from
the node features. When the node features are absent, GNNs can
learn node embeddings with an embedding layer or use pre-
trained network embeddings for the initial node representations.
However, these approaches are limited because i) they cannot be
easily extended to initialize new nodes that are added to the graph
for inference after training and ii) they are memory intensive and
store a fixed representation for every node in the graph.

In this work, we present PropInit a scalable node rep-
resentation initialization method for training GNNs and other
Graph Machine Learning (ML) models on heterogeneous graphs
where some or all node types have no natural features. Unlike
existing methods that learn a fixed embedding vector for each
node, PropInit learns an inductive function that leverages the
metagraph to initialize node representations.

As a result, PropInit is fully inductive and can be applied,
without retraining, to new nodes without features that are added
to the graph. PropInit also scales to large graphs as it requires
only a small fraction of the memory requirements of existing
methods. On public benchmark heterogeneous graph datasets,
using various GNN models, PropInit achieves comparable or
better performance to other competing approaches while needing
only 0.01% to 2% of their memory consumption for representing
node embeddings. We also demonstrate PropInit’s effectiveness
on an industry heterogeneous graph dataset for fraud detection
and achieve better classification accuracy than learning full
embeddings while reducing the embedding memory footprint
during training and inference by 99.99%

Index Terms—graph neural network, network embedding, scal-
ability, semi-supervised learning, heterogeneous graphs, inductive
learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have seen a lot of success
in recent years [1], providing sustained benchmark perfor-
mance improvements, and showing many great results in
solving problems in various domains. In industrial settings,
GNNs have been applied to tackle problems from recom-
mender systems [2] to fraud detection [3]. In these industrial
applications, graphs are heterogeneous since they are typically
created from multiple data sources and or contain many inter-
related concepts. For example, a heterogeneous graph for fraud
detection for an online business contains user nodes, multiple
device identity nodes, session identity nodes and so on. Some

of the node types like the user nodes will have natural features
like demographic information or activity encoding, but it is
much more likely that many of the node types will not have
natural features. This presents a challenge for training GNN
models on these heterogeneous graphs as GNNs require input
node representations.

There are two main approaches adopted in industry to
tackle this challenge i) using an embedding layer to learn
the node embeddings and ii) using a pretrained network
embedding method to compute the node embeddings. The
first approach attempts to jointly solve the problem of node
initialization and the downstream task. It relies on learning the
initial embedding vectors as parameters during task training
in an end-to-end fashion. The second approach tackles each
problem separately. Network embedding techniques [4]–[7]
have been extensively studied and are widely used to engineer
features for graphs. They learn an embedding vector for each
node which contains information about the graph structure
by optimizing an objective function to reconstruct the node’s
neighborhood in the graph. These embeddings can then be
used as static features for downstream tasks.

Both of these approaches have the significant drawback
of resulting in an overall model that is not inductive. A
GNN can generalize to subgraphs induced on nodes that were
not seen during training as long as their node features are
present. However, when a GNN is coupled with either of the
previous node initialization methods it cannot naturally handle
previously unseen nodes because their initial node embeddings
will be absent. Obtaining the initial embedding for new nodes
requires either retraining to recompute the node embeddings
which is infeasible for real-time use cases or using an approx-
imation technique to initialize the node representation which
can introduce unbounded prediction errors. Thus, in order for
GNNs to gain widespread adoption for real-time or near real-
time use cases on industry heterogeneous graphs, this issue
needs to be addressed.

Another drawback of both of these approach is that they
result in memory requirements that grow linearly with the
size of the graph. Learning an embedding layer requires
maintaining an embedding parameter table proportional to the



TABLE I: Comparison of some node embedding initialization methods for graph machine learning

Method Transductive/Inductive Node Embeddings Memory Requirement Trainable End-to-end
TransE Transductive O(|nodes|) -

DeepWalk Transductive O(|nodes|) -
Embedding Transductive O(|nodes|) ✓

PropInit (ours) Inductive O(c · |node types|) ✓

number of nodes. Similarly, pre-training network embeddings
requires memory that’s a linear function of the number of
nodes. As the graph grows, this becomes a scaling bottleneck.
See Table I for a summary of these issues across different
methods.

To address these challenges left unsolved by existing node
embedding initialization methods, we propose a framework
called PropInit. Our approach deviates from the typical
implicit assumption that when there are no node features in a
heterogeneous graph, each node should be assigned a fixed
node embedding and we propose an inductive function to
compute the initial representation for each node.

PropInit learns embeddings vectors for each node type
and inductively computes the node embedding for a node using
the node types embeddings of its ego graph. Since the node
type embeddings are based on the graph schema, they don’t
need to be recomputed when the graph is updated. Learning
node type embeddings also lets nodes of the same type share a
representation that encodes their semantic role in the graph. To
capture community information for each node, we partition the
graph, and nodes of the same type in the same partition share a
representation vector. Finally, to capture the local connectivity
patterns of the individual nodes, we use graph message passing
functions to propagate embeddings across neighboring nodes
so that each node’s embeddings contains information about its
neighbor’s embeddings.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our method on four pub-
lic benchmark heterogeneous graph datasets and one private
industry dataset for fraud detection. Our experiments show
that we can achieve better node classification performance
than learning full embeddings while drastically reducing the
memory footprint.

We summarize our main contributions as follows.
C1. We propose a formalism of learning node representations
by learning representations for the graph’s ontological con-
cepts and propagating those representations in the node’s ego
graph.
C2. We develop PropInit a scalable inductive framework
for learning initial node embeddings designed using the above
formalism.
C3. We provide experiments on both industrial and aca-
demic benchmark datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of
PropInit

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows, Section II dis-
cusses related works, III introduces some important concepts
and notation used in the rest of the work, IV describes
PropInit in detail, and V presents our experiments and
empirical results.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Network Embedding Methods

There has been a long line of work on network embedding
methods for feature engineering and unsupervised graph rep-
resentation in the homogeneous and heterogeneous settings. In
the homogeneous setting, methods like DeepWalk [8], LINE
[9] and node2vec [10] are all unified by performing some
kind of network matrix factorization [11] and all use random-
walks on the graph to generate sequences and learn vectors
using the skip-gram model [12]. Duong et al [13] finds that
DeepWalk outperforms centrality based features and performs
on par with real features for node classification on graphs
whose structural features correlate with real features, when
those features are removed. Heterogeneous network embed-
ding methods like metapath2vec [14] or HIN2Vec [15] extend
these approaches to be aware of the heterogeneous schema
by generating random walk sequences according to metapaths
in the heterogeneous graph. NSHE [16] uses the network
schema directly in its sampling method to generate subgraphs
used to train the network embeddings. Similarly, many knowl-
edge graph embedding methods have been proposed to learn
embeddings for heterogeneous knowledge graphs which take
into account some information about the knowledge graph
schema by explicitly learning embedding vectors for relation
types like TransE [17] and ComplEX [18] or by implicitly
modelling relation types in their scoring functions. NARS [19]
a heterogeneous extension of SIGN [20], compares TransE
with metapath2vec and finds that the downstream GNN models
tested achieve their best performance with pre-trained TransE
graph embedding features. However, none of these approaches
learn inductive functions to generate node embeddings.

B. GNN Embedding

There are broadly two lines of works on GNN embeddings
for featureless graphs related to this work. The first are
methods that attempt to inductively learn node embeddings.
STAR-GCN [21] uses a mask mechanism on node features
to inductively learn node embedding for featureless nodes by
reconstructing the node embeddings in the first GNN layer but
does not handle the case where none of the nodes in the graph
have features. IGEL [22] represents local graph structures by
learning dense embeddings over a sparse space of structural
attributes that appear in the surroundings of nodes in a graph.
The second line of related work on GNN node embeddings
focus on alleviating the memory requirements. HashGNN [23]
jointly trains a GNN encoder for learning node representations,
and a hash layer for encoding representations to hash codes



TABLE II: Notation

Symbol Description

a A scalar.
a A vector.
A A matrix.
G A graph.
V The set of nodes in the graph G.
E The set of edges in the graph G.
Vt The set of nodes in the graph G of type t.
Er The set of edges in the graph G of type r.
X The node feature matrix.
Nk(v) The k-hop neighborhood of a node v ∈ V .
Nk(v) A randomly subsampled k-hop neighborhood of node v.

to reduce embeddings sizes. PosHashEmb [24] uses hashing
and graph partitioning to reduce the memory footprint of
embeddings. None of these methods focus on using the graph
schema and the partitions to learn inductive node embeddings.

III. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND

Heterogeneous Graph A heterogeneous graph is one that
contains multiple types of nodes and/or multiple types of
edges. It can be represented as a graph G = (V, E) where V
is a set of nodes of T types i.e V = V1 ∪ . . . ∪ VT . For each
node type t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, the set of nodes Vt = {v11 , ..., v

nt
1 }

where nt is the number of nodes of type t. The edge set is
defined as E = E1 ∪ . . . ∪ ER with R the number of edge
types. The metagraph of G is a graph M = (VM, EM) that
represents the node types and edge types present in G such
that |VM| = T and |EM| = R

A partitioning of G, denoted by P = {V1,V2, . . . ,VP },
divides V into P disjoint subsets. Each partition Vp is itself
heterogeneous i.e Vp = {Vp1 ∪ . . . ∪ VpT }.
Node Classification The goal of the task is to predict the node
label yt∗ for each node of the target node type t∗. Each node v
in V of type t may be associated with a feature vector x(v)

t ∈
Rdt . A node v of target node type t∗ it may be associated with
a label y(i) ∈ Rc that is the one-hot vector representation of
the c classes. We have access to the labels at only a subset of
nodes {y(v)

t∗ }v∈L, with L ⊂ V . In this work, we address two
settings, where the task in both is to predict the labels of the
unlabeled nodes {yvt∗}v∈U , with U = V \ L.
Transductive learning. In the transductive setting, given a set
of node labels {yvt∗}v∈L, the features for nodes {Xtt∈1,...,T

},
and the full connectivity of the graph E , predict {yvt∗}v∈U . In
other words, in the transductive setting, the set of unlabelled
nodes U to predict on are already present in the graph during
training.
Inductive learning. Given a set of node labels {yvt∗}v∈L, the
features for nodes {Xtt∈1,...,T

}, learn a function to predict
{yvt∗}v∈U using the graph and features induced from connec-
tivity of the target nodes v ∈ U . In the inductive setting, the
model is required to generalize to new nodes and subgraphs
that were not present in the graph during training.
Graph Neural Networks. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)
[25], [26] are neural networks designed to learn representations
on graph structured data. Different forms of GNNs like Graph

Convolution Networks (GCNs) [27], Graph Attention Net-
works (GAT) [28], Relational Graph Convolution Networks
(RGCN) [29] are unified under the formulation of message
passing [30], [31] networks. In this view, the representation for
each node in a graph is derived from collecting messages that
encode the representation of other nodes in the neighbourhood
of that node. Specifically, to compute the representation h

(l)
v

for a node v at layer l, the message is computed by aggregating
the neighbouring nodes representations

m(l)
v =

∑
(f1(h

(l−1)
v , h(l−1)

u , euv) : u ∈ N (v) ) (1)

where f1 is a learnable function and
∑

is a reduction. Then the
aggregate message m(l)

v is combined with the nodes previous
representation to derive the new representation.

h(l)v = f
(l)
2 (h(l−1)

v ,m(l)
v ) (2)

where f2 function is also a learnable function.
The details of f1, f2 and

∑
functions differ based on which

GNN implementation is being used. Using GNNs allows
for graph tasks like node classification be done in a semi-
supervised manner [27]. In this work, we use Graph Neural
Networks both in the initialization framework PropInit for
message propagation and as one of the architectures for
the downstream model that consumes the initialized node
embeddings for the node classification task.

IV. METHOD

In this section, we present our PropInit framework in
detail. Let G be a heterogeneous graph with nodes V =
V1, . . . ,VT and edges E = E1, . . . , ER where T is the number
of node types in the graph and R is the number of relation
types. Without loss of generality, assume there are no natural
features for any node type t ∈ {1, . . . , T}. The goal is to
create a matrix H0 of dimension |V| × d, that contains the
input node representations for a downstream GNN or Graph
ML model fϕ, where |V| is the number of nodes in the graph.
PropInit generates the node representations H0 in two

stages. The first is the metagraph embedding stage which uses
learnable embedding layers to obtain embeddings for each
node type t in the graph. In the second stage, termed the
embedding propagation stage, each node in the graph in G
is initialized with its node type embedding and updated by
propagating information within its local neighborhood.

The intuition behind our method is that each node’s rep-
resentation consists of two components - one to capture the
semantic role of the node and the other to account for the
local graph topology around the node. In PropInit, the
learnable embeddings will learn vector representations that
encode the semantic role of each node type in the graph.
The embedding propagation component then propagates this
information locally across the graph so that each node’s
representation for the downstream graph task contains both
the semantic and local topological information.

In the following subsections, we delve into each component
in more detail



Fig. 1: Depiction of how PropInit generates initial node embeddings in two steps. Here, the graph is partitioned into 2 and
each node’s embeddings, depicted by the color of the node, is initially assigned based on its node type and the partition id. For
simplicity, this shows how embeddings are updated for nodes: p1, p3 after one step of embedding propagation. This process
actually applies to all nodes in the graph for K steps

A. Metagraph Embeddings

First we initialize a learnable embedding layer which learns
an embedding vector of dimensionality d for each node type
t. Let E be the embedding table and et be embedding vector
for node type t then we have:

et = E[t, :] (3)

We also perform a P -way partition on the graph to group
together nodes into distinct communities to allows more
flexibility in expressing the semantic role of node types. The
number of partitions P is a hyperparameter that can be tuned.
For each partition, we initialize a learnable embedding layer
which learns an embedding vector of dimensionality d for each
node type t. Thus we have P embedding tables of size T ×d.
Let EP the partitions embedding tables represented as a 3D
tensor and e

(p)
t be the partition specific embedding for node

type t then we have:

e
(p)
t = EP [p, t, :] (4)

Each node v ∈ V belongs to a node type t and is assigned
to a particular partition p. The initial node representation for v
is obtained by summing the node type embedding vector with
the partition specific node type embedding. In other words, let
χv ∈ Rd be the node initialization, then we have

χv = et + e
(p)
t (5)

In the special case, where P = 1 then all nodes belong
to the same partition i.e the whole graph, then all nodes in
the graph of type t are initialized to the same vector et. We
also note that the scheme here can be further generalized to
hierarchical partitions by creating additional embedding tables
per hierarchical level. i.e

χv = et + e
(p0)
t + e

(p1)
t + . . . (6)

However, we adopt a flat partitioning approach and the over-
all size of learnable embeddings is T · (P +1)×d << |V|×d

Once, χv is computed, we proceed to embedding propaga-
tion stage which uses message passing to transform χv into
h0
v, the node features for node v for the downstream model.

B. Metagraph Embedding Propagation
The objective of the embedding propagation is to capture

the local connectivity information of a particular node v into
its representation χv. We define a message passing function gψ
that updates χv by aggregating its neighbors’ representations
in the graph for k propagation steps. k is a hyperparameter that
can be tuned. If we let χ ∈ Rn×d be the matrix output of all
node initializations from the previous stage and H0 ∈ Rn×d

be the computed node representations for the downstream
model then we have:

H0 = gψ (G, χ) (7)

In our method, gψ can be any parametric or non-parametric
message passing function. For example, gψ can be a k-layer
GNN model where the parameters ψ is learnable and updated
during training or a function that has no learnable parameters,
where messages are simply and aggregated and combined
without any transformation steps. In our experiments, we use
a 3 layer GAT model for gψ , although we also show the
method’s effectiveness using a non-parametrized gψ .

The above computation can also be presented in the ego-
centric view for each node. For a node v ∈ Vt, the ini-
tialization from the previous stage χv is combined with the
representations of its neighbors in node v’s k-hop ego graph
{χw : w ∈ Nk(v)}.

h0
v = gψ

(
Nk(v), χv

)
(8)

When gψ is parametrized as a GNN, this is a different GNN
than the one that may be used as an encoder in the downstream
model.



Algorithm 1 PropInit

Require: graph G, embedding dimension d, number of node
types T , number of nodes n, number of partitions P ,
number embedding propagation steps K, available fea-
tures X = {Xt : t ∈ {1 . . . T}}

1: Z = metis(G, P ) ▷ Partition the Graph into P partitions,
Z contains the partition id for each node

2: for epoch do
3: χ← zeros(n, d)
4: for t← 0 to T − 1 do
5: for v in Vt do
6: p = Z[v] ▷ Get partition id for v
7: χ[v]← Embedding(t) + Embedding(t, p)
8: end for
9: end for

10: for k ← 0 to K − 1 do
11: χ← g

(k)
ψ (χ,G)

12: end for
13: H0 ← χ
14: yt∗ ← fϕ(H

0, X,G)
15: Update learnable parameters of fϕ, gψ and Embedding
16: end for

C. Training

Now, we present how PropInit is jointly trained with the
objective from the downstream task in an end-to-end fashion.
We focus on node classification tasks where we want to predict
yt∗ . Let fϕ be the node classification model, then we have:

ŷt∗ = fϕ
(
H0,X,G

)
(9)

where H0 is the node initialization from equation 7, and X
are the available node features. fϕ has 3 main components -
i) a feature module to combine the node initializations with
any natural features, ii) an encoder module to perform (graph)
representation learning and iii) a decoder module to predict
the label with the representation.

For each node type, t, if natural features are present, we
concatenate the features X with the PropInit embeddings
H0 and then pass this through a dedicated one layer MLP
for that node type. We primarily use a RGCN for the encoder
module in our experiments, although we show that using an
MLP encoder is still effective, similar to how MLP encoders
can be used on pretrained network embeddings. The decoder
module is a one layer MLP whose output dimension is the
number of class labels.

Combining equations 7 and 9 we have:

ŷt∗ = fϕ (gψ (G, χ) ,X,G) (10)

We can compute the classification loss by comparing ŷt∗
with the node labels yt∗ and use that to directly optimize the
parameters of fϕ, gψ , E and EP.

Algorithm 1 provides an overview of the method as de-
scribed in this section.

D. Stochastic Implementation

In order to train GNNs on large scale graphs, minibatch
training with graph sampling is required. Usually, at each
training step a subgraph is generated for sampled training node
targets.

When using Stochastic PropInit in the minibatch setting,
at each iteration, only the embeddings of the nodes present
in the minibatch subgraph need to be initialized. In the
embedding propagation stage, the sampled subgraph for the
downstream model can be re-used. In our implementations, we
use simple neighbor sampling, starting from the target nodes,
to construct a sequence of subgraphs for each layer of the
downstream GNN encoder. Then, we use the subgraph for the
first layer of the GNN encoder, which contains all the nodes
needed to compute the downstream GNN representation, as
the subgraph for k rounds of embedding propagation.

E. Memory Usage Analysis

A major advantage of PropInit over traditional network
embedding techniques its reduced memory footprint during
training and inference. In this section, we analyze the memory
requirements of PropInit and compare to other competing
methods. To simplify, we assume that there are no natural
features on any of the nodes.

At training time, using Stochastic PropInit, and at infer-
ence we don’t need to materialize the embeddings for all the
nodes in the graph therefore the memory requirement is

O (dT · (P + 1) +B(K ·Mem(gψ) + L ·Mem(fϕ)) (11)

where T is the number of node types P is the number
of partitions, d is the embedding dimension size, B is the
total number of nodes in the minibatch subgraph, K is the
number of PropInit propagation steps, Mem(gψ) is the
memory requirement per layer of gψ the choice of propagation
method, L is the number of layers of the downstream model
fψ and Mem(fϕ) is the memory requirement per layer of fϕ.
It is important to note that there is no term |V| unlike using
pretrained node embeddings or learnable node embeddings
which incurs

O (d|V|+B(L ·Mem(fϕ)) (12)

Therefore, even as the graph grows and |V| increases, the
memory requirement for PropInit only grows P̃ × T where
T is fixed by the graph schema, and P grows very slowly
compared to |V|.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data

We perform experiments on four open-source heterogeneous
datasets and a proprietary dataset. For the public datasets,
we use the node classification datasets from the Heteroge-
neous Graph Benchmark (HGB) [32] curated from widely-
recognized medium-scale datasets which include DBLP, ACM,
IMDB, and freebase. For DBLP, ACM and freebase, the task is



TABLE III: Dataset Characteristics

Name Nodes NodeTypes Edges Edge Types Target Classes
ACM 19,942 4 547,872 8 paper 4
IMDB 21,420 4 86,642 6 movie 5
DBLP 26,128 4 239,566 6 author 4

freebase 180,098 8 1,057,688 36 book 7
FraudDataset 96,632,621 17 325,887,168 39 user 2

multi-class node classification and for IMDB, the task is multi-
label node classification. We retain the data split configuration
of 24% for training, 6% for validation and 70% used in HGB.
We do not use the node features in the datasets.

The proprietary dataset, FraudDataset, is a graph sampled
from 2 weeks of user activity in an online service marketplace.
The users are labelled as fraudulent or non-fraudulent and the
task is to predict these labels in an inductive setting. The
training data contains labelled users from the first 10 days
of the interval and the validation and test data are from the
penultimate and final day of the interval respectively. We run
experiments on two variants of the FraudDataset - one where
there are no node features on the graph, and another where
where 3 of the 17 node types have natural features.

Table III provides a summary of the dataset statistics.

B. Baselines

We compare PropInit to other baselines for initializing
heterogeneous node representations for node classification.
The first baseline is using a Learnable Embedding layer that
learns an embedding vector for each node and is trained
jointly with the downstream model. Another baseline is TransE
[33]. We use TransE as the representative of the set of KG
techniques that generate embeddings which are ontology aware
by modeling the relation types in the graph. For experiments,
we use the TransE implementation provided by DGL-KE [34].
The final baseline is DeepWalk [8]. We use DeepWalk as the
baseline representative of self supervised network embeddings
methods. We use the DGL [35] implementation of DeepWalk
for our experiments. Both TransE and DeepWalk are first
run on the graph to generate the embeddings after which the
embeddings are then used as node features for the downstream
model.

C. Implementation details

The version of PropInit that we use in all the baseline
comparison experiments sets P = 4, K = 3 and uses GAT
[28] to parametrize gψ during the embedding propagation
stage. We use DGL [35] with the PyTorch [36] framework to
implement the GNN models and METIS [37] for partitioning
the graph. We use PropInit as described in Algorithm 1 for
the the ACM and IMDB datasets and we use the stochastic
variant of PropInit for DBLP, freebase and FraudDataset.

For all experiments, we use RGCN [29] as the downstream
GNN model for node classification. For the experiments on
the public open-source datasets, we use the hyperparameters
reported in Heterogeneous Graph Benchmark (HGB) [32]. For

the FraudDataset, we set d = 8 and L = 3. All models are
optimized using the Pytorch Adam Optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.001. We do not perform any hyperparameter tuning
but we select the model that performs the best on the validation
dataset at any point during training as the model to evaluate
on the test dataset. We run each experiment five times and
report the average metric and standard error.

D. Results
Table VI shows that PropInit is effective across the board.

PropInit outperforms the baselines on most datasets. For
IMDB, our method is within 6% points of the top baseline
performance - Node Embedding, while using less than 3% of
the parameters required for trainable node embeddings. For
the DBLP dataset which has no features, the classification
task requires the test node embeddings generalize and only
PropInit and DeepWalk generates node initializations that
perform well in this setting.

We also compare PropInit and the baselines above on
two variants of the proprietary FraudDataset described earlier.
In the first variant, the node types which have node features
are initialized by concatenating the node embedding from
PropInit or the baseline and the natural features of the node.
We then project the resulting vector for each node type using
an MLP so all nodes have have uniform dimensionality. The
results for these sets of experiments are shown in Table V.
PropInit performs better than the baseline approaches on
all performance metrics in this setting of the FraudDataset.

In the second setting, we do not use any features on any of
the node types. The embedding from PropInit or the baseline
is used as the node initialization for a downstream RGCN
model. The results for those experiments are also shown in
Table V. Here again, PropInit has the best F1 score. In
particular, PropInit generalizes better than learnable node
embeddings which actually achieve perfect performance on
the training set but drops significantly by 20% on the test set.

E. Encoder Models
To evaluate the robustness of our framework to different

downstream GNN and Graph ML encoders, we perform some
experiments using different GNNs and ML models for fϕ for
the downstream node classification tasks. We implement Rela-
tion Graph Convolutional Network (RGCN), Graph Attention
Network (GAT) and a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) as the
different variants of fϕ. The results which can be seen in
Table VI show PropInit and an MLP node classification
model can match learnable node embeddings with a GNN node
classification model.



TABLE IV: Node Classification results on open-source heterogeneous graph datasets

Dataset ACM IMDB DBLP Freebase
Method Micro F1 Macro F1 Micro F1 Macro F1 Micro F1 Macro F1 Micro F1 Macro F1
TransE 52.07 ± 0.80 42.29 ± 3.21 49.30 ± 0.78 40.00 ± 1.80 54.30 ± 6.80 60.70 ± 9.60 56.66 ± 0.50 24.39 ± 1.11

DeepWalk 54.49 ± 1.22 50.93 ± 2.19 56.20 ± 0.58 50.20 ± 0.82 94.01 ± 0.48 93.70 ± 0.53 57.00 ± 1.21 25.90 ± 0.79
Embedding 53.24 ± 0.69 43.38 ± 3.18 59.20 ± 0.73 54.30 ± 0.90 45.30 ± 0.85 45.90 ± 1.41 58.80 ± 0.22 26.30 ± 0.66
PropInit 60.48 ± 0.35 59.57 ± 0.52 53.29 ± 1.20 48.69 ± 1.14 94.78 ± 0.28 94.54 ± 0.26 57.99 ± 0.56 28.15 ± 0.99

TABLE V: Node Classification results on FraudDataset

Variant With Node Features Without Node Features
Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Accuracy Precision Recall F1
TransE 85.61 ± 0.13 85.35 ± 0.22 92.18 ± 0.26 88.63 ± 0.10 83.40 ± 0.14 83.37 ± 0.14 90.90 ± 0.19 86.90 ± 0.11

DeepWalk 86.50 ± 0.11 86.43 ± 0.23 92.33 ± 0.14 89.27 ± 0.06 85.20 ± 0.12 84.80 ± 0.19 92.30 ± 0.12 88.40 ± 0.08
Embedding 82.51 ± 0.28 82.13 ± 0.24 91.09 ± 0.25 86.37 ± 0.21 79.86 ± 0.38 79.97 ± 0.29 89.27 ± 0.34 84.36 ± 0.29
PropInit 86.79 ± 0.11 86.42 ± 0.17 92.89 ± 0.12 89.54 ± 0.08 86.04 ± 0.25 85.85 ± 0.17 92.26 ± 0.21 88.94 ± 0.22

TABLE VI: Node Classification results on FraudDataset using PropInit with different downstream Encoder Models

Node Classification Encoder Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
MLP 80.74 ± 0.23 83.60 ± 0.48 85.06 ± 0.46 84.32 ± 0.16
GAT 83.66 ± 0.11 84.12 ± 0.30 90.17 ± 0.44 87.04 ± 0.10

RGCN 86.79 ± 0.11 86.42 ± 0.17 92.89±0.12 89.54 ± 0.08

(a) Effect of number of graph partitions (b) Effect of propagation steps K. (c) Comparing PropInit functions gψ

Fig. 2: Effect of various components of PropInit

F. Effect of number of graph partitions

To study the effect of the number of partitions we run
experiments using different total number of partitions P .
The results shown in Figure 2a demonstrate that there is a
tradeoff between the expressivity of PropInit afforded by
more granular partitions and the generalization performance
of the learned node embeddings. Setting 4 as the number of
partitions balances this tradeoff for the FraudDataset.

G. Effect of number of embedding propagation steps

We also explore how PropInit’s performance is affected
by the radius of local graph topology used when computing
a node’s initial embedding. We show the results in Figure 2b.
For small k, the embedding of a node may not contain enough
information to sufficiently distinguish the node, thus the per-
formance of the downstream model is impacted. For large
k, the embedding of the node pulls information from distant
nodes and hampers downstream performance -a consequence
of the well known oversmoothing problem in GNNs. Setting

k = 3 in our experiments manages the trade-off between these
two extremes.

H. Effect of message passing parametrization for PropInit

A major component of PropInit is the choice of model for
gψ . To analyze the effect of choice of gψ for the embedding
propagation, we compare 3 different variants of PropInit in
Figure 2c. The figure shows PropInit GAT outperforms the
other variants. However, even in the case where PropInit has
no trainable message passing parameters in PropInit SUM ,
it outperforms using learnable node embeddings.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we study the problem of node classification
on heterogeneous graphs using GNNs and we focus on the
case when there are no available node features on some or
all node types in the graph. We summarize the challenges
with existing approaches as i) being difficult to extend to
the inductive setting and ii) having memory requirements for
training and inference that grows linearly with the graph size.



We propose PropInit a scalable, inductive node represen-
tation learning framework which uses node type embeddings,
graph partitioning and embedding propagation to initialize the
node embedding for a node for a downstream GNN. We show
that our method is effective while requiring significantly less
memory than competing baselines. Specifically, our method
PropInit, achieves similar or better classification perfor-
mance than all baselines on 3 of the 4 public benchmark
datasets and uses less than 1% of the parameters required to
learn full node embeddings. On an industrial scale dataset,
PropInit outperforms all the baselines and while using
less than 0.01% of the parameters required for full node
embeddings.
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